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Although it may seem like a small detail in the grand
scheme of cybersecurity, a good user administration
process plays an important role. This means establishing
a thoughtful process for controlling administrative access
to applications and systems.
Many organizations feel that employees obviously need
access, and it should just be given to them. But you
should consider necessity in all instances and for all
individuals. Taking some basic steps will help your
organization create a solid user administration process
and reduce your organization’s risk of a breach.
1. Know your applications and risk-rate them.
You need to know which applications your organization
uses and what information they store before you can
identify the risks inherent within your organization’s daily
activity. Ask:

externally accessible systems and applications increase
the risk of unauthorized access if not properly secured.
These applications should have strong user access
controls in place.
3. Establish a formal user administration process.
The goal of user administration is to ensure that access
remains properly restricted throughout an employee’s
time at the organization. Consider these three phases of
the employee life cycle:
1. Hire – How do we ensure an employee receives only
the access they need?
2. Job changes – If an employee’s job function changes,
do we ensure removal of access that is no longer
required?
3. Termination or resignation – Do we ensure access
rights are canceled in a timely manner when an
employee leaves?



What applications do we use?



What type of information do these applications hold?

Then for each phase in the employee life cycle, ask:



What level of risk is associated with the information
(e.g., is it or could it be considered confidential)?



How will access be granted?





What potential for exposure exists? What are the
potential repercussions for your organization if the
information is exposed?

Will access rights be based on job position, or on an
individual’s unique role?



Can we establish a profile that gives a user access to
the needed areas only?



Which individuals or roles require administrative
functions? Administrative access should be granted
on a limited basis.

This information may be more difficult to identify if your
organization has a decentralized environment for user
management. Consider asking individual employees or
departments what applications they use. Many
organizations identify applications they didn’t know were
in use.
2. Categorize your applications based on criticality to
determine your highest-risk applications.
High-risk applications are those that contain sensitive or
potentially sensitive information. This includes information
considered proprietary to your organization or to others.
Another factor that can increase an application’s risk is
whether it can be accessed from the public Internet, as

In a centralized environment, application administration is
the responsibility of one area or department, typically the
IT department.
In a decentralized environment, responsibility for user
access management is delegated to the departments that
use the applications. This does not remove
management’s responsibility to know which applications
are in use and who is using them, and poor management
can often heighten the risk of a breach. However, as long
as you formally define the process, a decentralized
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environment can achieve the same results for user
administration.
4. Audit the process you have in place.
It’s not enough to establish baselines and policies. Your
organization needs to evaluate them periodically to
ensure they are effective, and working and used as
intended.


Implement a regular review of systems. At least
annually, review all users on each application to
ensure that they still need access to the application
and still require their existing level of access. You
should review high-risk systems more frequently,
such as quarterly. The reviews should be
documented and approved, especially if a
decentralized
system
in
place.
During this review, verify that terminated employees
have been removed, access rights and administrative
functions are still warranted, and service, system
level, and vendor accounts are still required. Some
applications allow you to create reports showing the
last login date for accounts. This could help you
identify accounts that are no longer required.



Implement alerting and log review. Can you
configure applications and systems so that
appropriate personnel receive an email alert any time
a change is made or access is adjusted? Consider
reviewing a change log weekly to identify changes
that should not have been made. This type of ongoing
monitoring can help make your overall user access
management process more effective.

Implementation and follow through on these steps will
help your organization establish a solid user
administration process and maintain clean user access
for all your applications.
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